Studebaker Rubber Glass Seal Profiles
Studebaker Glass & Rubber, Idaho Falls, ID (208) 390-6306

Windshield/Back/Quarter

803352: Commonly used with top hinged, tilt-out windshields in Studebaker cars, 1932-36

805752: Commonly used in late ‘20’s and ‘30’s for tilt-out windshields. Fits in T-slot of glass
frame to seal against outer frame.

807557: Glass setting channel. Holds ¼” glass into steel glass carrier channel and incorporates a
weather-lip. Dimensions: 3/8” width at bottom, 11/16” deep.

818852: Used as both windshield and back glass seal with ¼” glass, has thick weather-lip and
notch for bead reveal molding if required.
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819052: Used as a seal for windshields, back glass, and stationary quarter window. Has a thick
weather-lip and a notch for bead reveal molding if required. For ¼” glass.

819152: Used on windshields, back glass, and stationary quarter windows without chrome reveal
molding. For ¼” glass.

819252: Seal channel used for windshield, backglass and stationary quarter windows. For
windows with chrom reveal molding. Plain compression channel for ¼” glass. Found on many
makes in the 1930’s.

819452: Plain “U” channel for ¼” glass. Used in windshields, back glass and quarter windows.

819552: Windshield seal. Used with or without chrome reveal mo9lding. Channel for ¼” glass
with lip for attaching beaded molding. Frequently used on many makes in later1920’s thru 1930’s.

809852: Universal gasket, for divided windshield center-post. Depending on your application,
trimming may be required, combines inner and outer gasket in one piece. Available in 20 inch
length only.
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800383: Back window seal, many applications.

801252: Cross section of windshield gasket used in most post-war Studebakers, available only in
lengths of 12 feet. Can be mitered and glued for sharp corners.

800477: Glass seal for stationary quarter window on various late 1930’s thru 1946 Studebakers.
Order by the foot.

805452: Windshield seal for 1941-46 Studebaker cars with stainless molding. This is not
identical but will work. Most windshield gaskets of this period are available as unitized and
correct gaskets. See our other rubber listings by application.

800587X25: Fender welt between fenders and body. Bead is flexible and paintable. Minimum 25
foot roll.
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